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Eileen O’Shea:if you want to download the slides for today, you can either click in the box below OR 
go to this link: https://infopeople.org/civicrm/event/info?reset=1&id=186 and scroll to the bottom of 
the page. 

Eileen O’Shea: Jason’s Pinboard page: http://pinboard.in/u:jasonclark/t:rwd/ 
Eileen O’Shea:Mobile feed app: http://www.lib.montana.edu/%7Ejason/files/html5-mobile-feed/ 
Eileen O’Shea:see: http://www.lib.montana.edu/%7Ejason/files/responsive-design/ 

Eileen O’Shea:Jason’s github: https://github.com/jasonclark  
Emma Richardson:are there standard breakpoints you recommend? 

Eileen O’Shea:for whole article see: http://alistapart.com/article/responsive-web-design 
Eileen O’Shea:more on breakpoints: http://designfiles.net/blog/responsive-infographic/ 

Lena:can you clarify what is the difference between Img {width:100%;} Img {max-width:100%;} 
Lena:or the concept behind it? 

Kelly Sundin:do you recommend just eliminating images and media at the mobile sizes? 
Lena:so will they both stretch to contain the video fully? 
Linda Hollis:by video container do you mean device such as tablet? 
Kelly Sundin:I think the 100% is confusing 
Daisy Nip:sort of like... filling the screen 
Daisy Nip:and looking at a pie 
Laura Buchholz:The 100% is of the viewer, right? Is there a way to restrict so that the image doesn’t 
expand beyond a certain limit? 

Kelly Sundin:capping at 100% is a confusing way to present the concept.  it would be better to say 
max-width:65% 

Daisy Nip:would we have to create another page with viewpoint? 
Daisy Nip:is there an active sample? 
Daisy Nip:that’s it? it contains the viewpoint code? 
Eileen O’Shea:that link: http://www.lib.montana.edu/%7Ejason/files/responsive-design/ 

Daisy Nip:so all smartphones and tablets could read that code now? 
Laura Buchholz:that’s so useful 
Mary Ross:This is great to know about. 
Katherine Adelberg:Definitely, very helpful! 
Eileen O’Shea:here’s a how-to do that on different browsers: http://www.howtogeek.com/113439/ 
Daisy Nip:sweet! thanks, Jason 

Laura Buchholz:so is it the OS on the device that tells the browser what size the device is, right? 
jessica goodman:If you hide, it’s still served, though?  Just doesn’t appear.  Still affects response time. 
Kelly Sundin:if you just hide it, doesn’t it load anyway but just not show it? 



Eileen O’Shea:jason clark: <img id=”photo” class=”hide” ...  Klark:what would you hide?  jason 
clark:<img id=”photo” class=”hide” ... 

Kelly Sundin:it is costly for people who pay for data, or have slow network  
jessica goodman:”minify” that’s new to me.  I love it!   

Eileen O’Shea:http://cleancss.com 

Eileen O’Shea:Jason’s Pinboard (again): http://pinboard.in/u:jasonclark/t:rwd/ 
jessica goodman:so cool. 
Eileen O’Shea:that’s very cool! 
Linda Hollis:I like that... 
Daisy Nip:so that’s how it works... thanks 
Ruthie:I use CSS nearly every day so that will be very helpful  
Kelly Sundin:weight - what does the whitespace do to performance?   

Yanni Cooper:Is there a good resource to un-minify code? 
Pam Bennett:can you “zip” images? 

Ray Andrade:Just looked at the University of Arizona’s Special Collections website on my iPhone – 
looks great!   

jason clark:gzip 

Eileen O’Shea:Modernizr: http://modernizr.com 

Eileen O’Shea:Responsify: http://responsify.it 
jessica goodman:Before we go, could you talk a little about what it’s like to be working in a RWD 
environment for your library’s presence, but we’re still handing off to non-optimized  3rd-party sites & 
services? 

Eileen O’Shea:more on flexbox: https://developer.mozilla.org/en-
US/docs/Web/Guide/CSS/Flexible_boxes 

Katherine Adelberg:Great question Jessica! 

Eileen O’Shea:that article: http://css-tricks.com/using-flexbox/ 
jason clark:flexbox example http://codepen.io/chriscoyier/pen/zlntC 
Del Chausse:Very interesting 

Eileen O’Shea:if you want more on RWD, Infopeople will be offering an online course on it starting 
Jan 28. Description to follow soon-ish 

Eileen O’Shea:*online*  
jessica goodman:Third party sites, like research databases Lauren:And OverDrive, and Zinio, etc. 

Eileen O’Shea:libgudes is responsive: http://support.springshare.com/2013/06/26/libguides-the-next-
generation/ 

jessica goodman:Thanks, yes making the case is very useful, thanks for the reference.  Just frustrated 
that we can create this great user experience, but somewhere in the process, our customers end up on 
these other sites - Ebsco, Gale, OverDrive, Zinio, etc.jessica goodman:Although more of them are 
offering APIs.   


